
SUPERMAN AND LEX LUTHER ESSAY

Superman Julio A Perez English Lex Luthor vs. While Lex Luthor is the anti-Superman, the opposite if all that Superman
represents. About this essay.

The castle looks old, yet in it is in good shape. As a youth, he stole a number of cupcakes from the school
diner after was refused entry to a science fair at that school his entry being a fission powered toaster ; in
adulthood, more sinisterly, he once lost a sparring match with a karate instructor who was teaching him
self-defence in front of Supergirl and Lois Lane, who both laughed at this- he retaliated by breaking her neck
and dumping her body in a land fill. White eating lunch and studying. In youth the closest he got to any kind
of love was the attention he got out of winning prizes and proving how smart he was, and it is not surprising
that he takes attention and praise as suitable and desirable substitutes for love, which he craves on the one
hand but deeply distrusts on the other, and has trouble believing is real or has depth. Someone you can be
proud of. In The Man of Steel era one of Lex's scientists mathematically "proves" that Superman is secretly
Clark Kent- Lex refuses to believe it and destroys the theorem, believing that someone as powerful as
Superman would never pose as someone as meek as Kent, though in a later story while he is President he
accepts the idea easily though in this case, the proof was given to him telepathicaly; further, whereas the
previous example occurred early in their feud, by the time Lex is President Clark had proven himself to be a
bold and daring journalist who had confronted Luthor directly several times, in print and in person, and was a
world-famous writer- in short, he may have earnt some of Lex's respect. Lex Luthor: When I was eleven, my
mother got pregnant again. Lex Luthor: Why didn't you tell me? Or so my father claims. Lana Lang: Consider
it granted. Only Leo is there. Elliot S! Lex Luthor goes to visit Cassandra in the rest home where she lives. If
Superman was killed here, his last act would be as one willing to humble himself to talk with the people. Clark
Kent: King David. Where's your young sidekick? All three goals are accomplished. Luthor's atheism seems to
stem not from any real consideration of philosophical and theological questions, but rather from his own
hubris, desire for power, and belief in himself above everything else. He must come out and represent the good
fight. That's really rad, man!


